
Steel Magnolias

“Steel Magnolias” is a comic movie which was produced by a tightly knit group of women
friends whose husbands were either absent or depressed or dead, which cause the women to have
lots of time to gossip at the beauty parlor.

At the early part of the movie they were preparing for Shelby’s wedding. When they arrive to the
beauty saloon to have their hair done, Shelby becomes fainted. This reveals her type 1 diabetes
which was recovered after a little time by a glass of orange juice. This depicts how to act wisely
in a hypoglycemic condition too.

At the wedding of Shelby, “Anelle”who even did’t know whether she had a husband and who
was a trainee at the saloon meets her future husband.

It should be much appreciated Shelby’s husband who was a really loving and a kind hearted man
who prefers a diabetic patient as his wife even without thinking any future risks. Also due to his
willing Shelby got pregnant and was able to deliver a healthy baby.

Though Shelby’s mother was against to her pregnancy due to her ill condition and future risks
due to pregnancy all the others helped much and shared the joy teaching us the way of behaving
in such a situation.

But after Shelby’s successful delivery she begins showing signs of kidney failure and even
needed dialysis. Her mother donates a kidney showing great qualities of a mother. But Shelby
got to know that her body rejects the new kidney and she went under a coma. At the end she died
leaving a little child to her husband.

The main six women in this movie are dippy on the outside but strong enough inside to survive
any challenge. They fight and makeup and hug each other and cry. This explains many qualities
of leading a better life through lot of humors. Even when there is a death in their gang, they have
the strength to smile through their tears by making just a simple joke.

At the end Anelle reveals that Shelby was the reason behind her successes marriage and asks
Shelby’s mother to name her own baby as Shelby showing the quality of paying the gratitude to
the whole world.

So from this movie which was almost totally build up on the life style of women we can learn
many things of how to face problems successfully in the society, how to cope with patients and
how to behave in many occasions well in the society.
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